Incoming 3rd Grade
Summer Assignment – Math Calendar
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

1

2

Show two different strategies you
could use to add 16 + 35 + 24 + 14.

Write a related subtraction fact for
3 + 9 = 12. Explain how the two
facts are related.

8

9

10

11

12

A fast food restaurant sold
eighty-five small hotdogs and
twelve large hotdogs. How many
hotdogs did they sell?

A baker already had twenty-two
cakes made but made 4 extra,
How many should he have
made?

16

Chole picked up twenty-nine
pieces of paper from the floor. If
Will picked up fifty-nine pieces,
how many did they pick up in
total?
What time is it? 17

18

Draw a different rectangle using 19
12 squares

Write a story problem for the
addition sentence 7 + ___ = 9.
Solve the story problem.

Add: 39 + 40 + 94

15

Use coins to show two ways to
make 25¢

22

Draw an array using 14 squares in 2
rows.

29

A cube has how many sides?

3

Write the time 8:30. Then write this
time in two other ways, using
words.

Solve the problem below and
make up a story problem. 13 – 5
=
24

Draw coins to show one way to
make $1.00 using only nickels and
quarters.

30

Draw a clock to show the time as
2:50. Describe how you decided
where the clock hands should
point.

Explain how to write an addition
sentence for a picture of 4 rows
with 3 items in each row.

5

Draw a clock to show the time as
2:50. Describe how you decided
where the clock hands should
point.

Even or
Odd?

23

Draw a circle and portion it into 3
thirds

4

31

Subtract:
240 - 123

25

Draw a circle and partition it into
fourths.

What time is it?

26

